STUDENT ARTIST SERIES PRESENTS

RACHEL HOCKENBERRY
horn*

Susan Ha, piano

Lecture Recital
Monday, April 15, 2013
University Christian Church
5:30 p.m.

*In partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Musical Arts

CCM Season Presenting Sponsor & Musical Theatre Program Sponsor

THE OTTO M. BUDIC FAMILY FOUNDATION

university of Cincinnati
“Performance Considerations for the Brass Multi-Instrumentalist: A Practical Resource for Horn and Alto Horn Doubling, Modeled by Paul Hindemith’s Sonatas for Horn in F and Althorn”

Sonata for horn and piano (1939)  Paul Hindemith (1895-1963)
I. Mässig Bewegt
II. Ruhig Bewegt
III. Lebhaft

Sonata for althorn and piano (1943)  Paul Hindemith
I. Ruhig Bewegt
II. Lebhaft
III. Sehr Langsam
IV. Lebhaft

CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.